
Education
Comprehensive solutions for



Prestigio Solutions, with over 10 years of 
market experience, offers comprehensive 
solutions tailored for various areas of 
implementation, especially in the field 
of education.

Our suite of solutions aims to increase 
productivity and reduce costs, making them 
a reliable choice for educational institutions.

The solutions configurator is not just about 
hardware and software — it is about creating 
an environment where learning and 
collaboration thrive.

Comprehensive solutions for

Education



Comprehensive Solutions for Education

Individual 
Learning

Creating an environment conducive to 

focused work, students can achieve 

better outcomes and enhance their 

learning experience.

Where is suitable:

• Online learning

• Pre-recorded modules learning



Online learning

Prestigio Solutions Windows Hello Camera

(PVCCF2M202)

The camera provides Full HD video quality, ensuring

clear visuals during virtual interactions. Its compact

dimensions make it suitable for any computer desk

setup. And the built-in physical privacy switch

ensures that students can control when the camera is

active, enhancing privacy and security.

Prestigio Solutions 13MP UHD Camera

(PVCCU13M201)

Whether student is conducting virtual classes or

presentations, the sharp visuals enhance

engagement and understanding. The autofocus

function ensures that the presentation remains

crystal clear without any manual intervention. Focus

on the content, knowing that the camera adapts

seamlessly.

Mozaik Student (WP-1Y)

Students have the incredible opportunity

to access interactive content and digital

textbooks from the comfort of their

homes, without the need for any software

installation. Additionally, they can

conveniently open these resources on

their tablets and smartphones regardless

of their location.



Pre-recorded modules learning

Mozaik Student (WP-1Y)

Students have the incredible opportunity to

access interactive content and digital

textbooks from the comfort of their homes,

without the need for any software installation.

Additionally, they can conveniently open

these resources on their tablets and

smartphones regardless of their location.

Tablet Virtuoso PSTA101 (PSTA101_6128GB_4G)

The tablet offers a plethora of interactive content

and skill-developing applications. With over 1300

3D scenes, 100+ educational videos, audio files,

and worksheets. Students can explore a world of

knowledge at their fingertips. Whether it’s virtual

labs, e-books, or collaborative projects, this tablet

enhances the learning experience.



Comprehensive Solutions for Education

Small Groups 
Learning

In education, visual and audio 

connections enhance understanding, 

engagement, and memory retention. 

Equipping students with precision tools 

creates a holistic and effective learning 

experience.

Where is suitable:

• Kindergartens, small classrooms



Kindergartens, small classrooms

Prestigio Solutions Multiboard Light+ Series 65”

(PSMB068P650)

The all-in-one solution seamlessly combines essential

tools, effectively replacing multiple devices in

classrooms. With robust hardware and preinstalled

software, it offers a versatile and user-friendly

solution to meet all interactive requirements. This

comprehensive solution streamlines learning

experience.

Onkron Fixed Wall Mount (FM6-B)

Perfect for classrooms, or any environment where a

fixed Multiboard position is preferred. Ensures

stability and durability.

Mozaik Teacher (PT-1Y)

Interactive educational presentation software provides

access to a wealth of interactive content (3D scenes,

digital lessons, videos, 3D smartbooks). This powerful

tool enables the creation of spectacular lessons and the

crafting of personalized digital textbooks and animated

presentations. Mozaik empowers individuals to engage

with captivating materials and enhance their learning

experience.

Onkron Mobile Rolling Stand (TS1991-B)

It features height adjustment, tilt functionality, cable

management, and two shelves, making it ideal for

various settings such as classroom learning,

presentations.



Onkron Mobile TV Stand

Rolling TV Cart for 40” – 80

inch screens (TS2771)

Featuring a broad height

adjustment range, sleek

aluminum design, and

exceptional mobility, this

solution is both practical and

efficient.

ONKRON Mobile TV stand with

bracket 60"-120" screens

(TS2080)

This stand offers multiple levels of

screen height adjustment,

allowing you to customize it to

your preference. Additionally, it

ensures maximum stability on any

surface.

mClass (PMBAMT100 / 

PMBAMS100)

The ultimate wireless classroom

management and interactive

teaching software.

Avast Ultimate Business 

Security (USP)

Data privacy management

software. With the increasing

collection of personal information

by websites and software,

safeguarding the data is essential.

Additional Options

Tablet Virtuoso PSTA101

(PSTA101_6128GB_4G)

The tablet offers a plethora of

interactive content and skill-

developing applications. With

over 1300 3D scenes, 100+

educational videos, audio files,

and worksheets. Students can

explore a world of knowledge at

their fingertips.

Avast Premium Remote Control 

(RCD)

Allows you to remotely connect

to devices, troubleshoot issues,

and manage applications securely.

AirServer (PSA01-LB) 

Transform a simple big screen

or a projector into a universal

screen mirroring receiver.

Record and live streaming to

YouTube.

PC for Multiboard

(PSMB528K001)

Additional PC. Powerful solution

that enhances collaboration and

functionality. With pre-installed

applications for both business and

education, this PC takes

convenience to the next level. Its

built-in 3G/4G module enables

seamless Internet sharing.



Comprehensive Solutions for Education

Whole 
Classroom 
Learning

Integrating technology can transform 

education by enhancing engagement, 

personalization, and interactive learning 

experiences for students.

Where is suitable:

• Medium, large classrooms

• Assembly halls, higher education 

institutions



Medium classrooms

Prestigio Solutions Multiboard Light+ Series 75”

(PSMB068P750)

The all-in-one solution seamlessly combines essential

tools, effectively replacing multiple devices in

classrooms. With robust hardware and preinstalled

software, it offers a versatile and user-friendly

solution to meet all interactive requirements. This

comprehensive solution streamlines learning

experience.

Onkron Fixed Wall Mount (UF4-B)

With a slim profile of just 35 mm from the wall, this

mount allows to securely attach Multiboard to the

wall while maintaining a sleek appearance.

Mozaik Teacher (PT-1Y)

Interactive educational presentation software provides

access to a wealth of interactive content (3D scenes,

digital lessons, videos, 3D smartbooks). This powerful

tool enables the creation of spectacular lessons and the

crafting of personalized digital textbooks and animated

presentations. Mozaik empowers individuals to engage

with captivating materials and enhance their learning

experience.

Onkron Mobile Rolling Stand (TS1991-B)

It features height adjustment, tilt functionality, cable

management, and two shelves, making it ideal for

various settings such as classroom learning,

presentations.



Edbak Universal Flat Wall

Mount for 50″-86″ Screens

(WUSC-TWB1C-B)

It provides a sleek and minimalist

solution for mounting large

displays on flat walls. The mount

keeps the Multiboard close to the

wall, creating a clean and

unobtrusive look.

mClass (PMBAMT100 / 

PMBAMS100)

The ultimate wireless classroom

management and interactive

teaching software.

Avast Ultimate Business Security 

(USP)

Data privacy management software.

With the increasing collection of

personal information by websites

and software, safeguarding the data

is essential.

Additional Options

Tablet Virtuoso PSTA101

(PSTA101_6128GB_4G)

The tablet offers a plethora of

interactive content and skill-

developing applications. With

over 1300 3D scenes, 100+

educational videos, audio files,

and worksheets. Students can

explore a world of knowledge at

their fingertips.

Avast Premium Remote Control 

(RCD)

Allows you to remotely connect to

devices, troubleshoot issues, and

manage applications securely.

AirServer (PSA01-LB) 

Transform a simple big screen or a

projector into a universal screen

mirroring receiver. Record and live

streaming to YouTube.

Mozaik Student (WP-1Y)

Students have the incredible

opportunity to access interactive

content and digital textbooks from

the comfort of their homes, without

the need for any software

installation. Additionally, they can

conveniently open these resources

on their tablets and smartphones

regardless of their location.

Onkron Motorized TV Lift w/

Remote Mobile TV Stand for

50"- 100" Screens (TS1991E-B)

Portable TV stand on wheels

designed for 50 to 100-inch

interactive panels, featuring an

electric lift mechanism, adjustable

height, and a sturdy metal

construction.

PC for Multiboard

(PSMB528K001)

Additional PC. Powerful solution

that enhances collaboration and

functionality. With pre-installed

applications for both business and

education, this PC takes

convenience to the next level. Its

built-in 3G/4G module enables

seamless Internet sharing.



Large classrooms

Prestigio Solutions Multiboard

Light+ Series 86” (PSMB068P860)

The all-in-one solution seamlessly

combines essential tools, effectively

replacing multiple devices in

classrooms. With robust hardware

and preinstalled software, it offers a

versatile and user-friendly solution to

meet all interactive requirements. This

comprehensive solution streamlines

learning experience.

Edbak Fixed Wall Mount

(WUSC-XWB1C-B)

It’s a universal fixed wall mount

suitable for larger and heavier

screens, offering a maximum load

capacity of up to 110 kg. The

straightforward installation

process makes it user-friendly on

all types of wall surfaces. It’s an

excellent choice for large

classrooms, audiences.

Mozaik Classroom (MC-1Y-1A)

Enables multiple teachers and

students to independently use

the same board. Each user has

access to a wealth of interactive

content, including 3D models,

educational videos, digital

lessons, and applications

specifically designed for skill

development, illustration, and

practice.

Collaboration Bar Alpha

(PVCCU12M601)

The camera combines a 4K

camera, 6 microphones, and a

robust speaker into a single

device, making it a space-saving

solution. It eliminates the need for

multiple connections and wires,

freeing up a meeting device.

JoinU (PSJ1-Y01)

Multifunctional software

solution for classrooms,

seamlessly integrates features

like wireless screen sharing,

video conferencing, and

lesson scheduling.

PC for Multiboard

(PSMB528K001)

Additional PC. Powerful

solution that enhances

collaboration and functionality.

With pre-installed applications

for both business and

education, this PC takes

convenience to the next level.

Its built-in 3G/4G module

enables seamless Internet

sharing.

Onkron Mobile Rolling Stand

(TS1991-B)

It features height adjustment, tilt

functionality, cable management,

and two shelves, making it ideal for

various settings such as classroom

learning, presentations.



Onkron Motorized TV Lift w/

Remote Mobile TV Stand for 50"-

100" Screens (TS1991E-B)

Portable TV stand on wheels

designed for 50 to 100-inch

interactive panels, featuring an

electric lift mechanism, adjustable

height, and a sturdy metal

construction.

mClass (PMBAMT100 / PMBAMS100)

The ultimate wireless classroom

management and interactive teaching

software.

Avast Ultimate Business Security 

(USP)

Data privacy management software.

With the increasing collection of

personal information by websites and

software, safeguarding the data is

essential.

Additional Options

Tablet Virtuoso PSTA101

(PSTA101_6128GB_4G)

The tablet offers a plethora of

interactive content and skill-

developing applications. With over

1300 3D scenes, 100+ educational

videos, audio files, and worksheets.

Students can explore a world of

knowledge at their fingertips.

Avast Premium Remote Control 

(RCD)

Allows you to remotely connect to

devices, troubleshoot issues, and

manage applications securely.

AirServer (PSA01-LB) 

Transform a simple big screen or a

projector into a universal screen

mirroring receiver. Record and live

streaming to YouTube.

Mozaik Student (WP-1Y)

Students have the incredible

opportunity to access interactive

content and digital textbooks from

the comfort of their homes, without

the need for any software installation.

Additionally, they can conveniently

open these resources on their tablets

and smartphones regardless of their

location.

4K PTZ Camera Alpha 

(PSVCCU8N002)

High-quality camera designed for

medium to large spaces. It features

impressive specifications, including 4K

UHD resolution, a Sony sensor, optical

and digital zoom, and AI intelligent

tracking.

Speakerphone Alpha (PVCSN0M601)

Advanced audio device designed to

enhance sound quality during audio

and video meetings. It features

automatic noise reduction, echo

cancellation, and adjustable gain

control.



Assembly halls

Prestigio Solutions Multiboard Light+ Series 98”

(PSMB068P980) or 110’’ (PSMB068P110)

The all-in-one solution seamlessly combines essential

tools, effectively replacing multiple devices in

classrooms. With robust hardware and preinstalled

software, it offers a versatile and user-friendly solution to

meet all interactive requirements. This comprehensive

solution streamlines learning experience.

Onkron Mobile Rolling Stand (TS1991-B),

for Multiboard 98" only

It features height adjustment, tilt functionality, cable

management, and two shelves, making it ideal for

various settings such as classroom learning,

presentations.

JoinU (PSJ1-Y01)

Multifunctional software solution for classrooms,

seamlessly integrates features like wireless screen

sharing, video conferencing, and lesson scheduling.

Edbak Fixed Wall Mount (WUSC-XWB1C-B),

for Multiboard 98" only

It’s a universal fixed wall mount suitable for larger and

heavier screens, offering a maximum load capacity of up

to 110 kg. The straightforward installation process

makes it user-friendly on all types of wall surfaces. It’s an

excellent choice for large classrooms, audiences.

PC for Multiboard (PSMB528K001)

Additional PC. Powerful solution that enhances

collaboration and functionality. With pre-installed

applications for both business and education, this PC

takes convenience to the next level. Its built-in 3G/4G

module enables seamless Internet sharing.



Onkron Motorized TV Lift w/

Remote Mobile TV Stand for

50"- 100" Screens (TS1991E-B)

Portable TV stand on wheels

designed for 50 to 100-inch

interactive panels, featuring an

electric lift mechanism, adjustable

height, and a sturdy metal

construction.

Avast Ultimate Business Security 

(USP)

Data privacy management

software. With the increasing

collection of personal information

by websites and software,

safeguarding the data is essential.

Additional Options

AirServer (PSA01-LB) 

Transform a simple big screen or a

projector into a universal screen

mirroring receiver. Record and live

streaming to YouTube.

OfficeSuite (OSP-OEM1Y1PC)

Allows user to annotate, review,

secure, fill & sign any PDF, Word,

Excel etc. A comfortable reader and

converter.

Indoor Auto-Rolling LED Screen

Unlike traditional static LED

displays, auto-rolling screens have

the ability to move or scroll

horizontally or vertically, creating

eye-catching motion effects. It

doesn’t require a fixed installation

space.

Indoor Fixed LED Screen

These displays use high-resolution

LED modules to create vivid and

dynamic visuals. Do not require

backlighting. Increased brightness,

energy efficiency, wider viewing

angles, and better contrast ratios.

Avast Premium Remote Control 

(RCD)

Allows you to remotely connect to

devices, troubleshoot issues, and

manage applications securely.



Comprehensive Solutions for Education

Solutions for
Common Areas

In common areas such as school 

lobbies, cafeterias, or hallways, digital 

signage solutions can display essential 

information. Broadcasting lesson 

schedules, announcements, and news 

ensures that students and staff stay 

informed.

Where is suitable:

• Schools

• Universities



Common areas

Prestigio Solutions 55” indoor digital

signage wall mount (PDSIK55WNN0L)

Offers a sleek, durable display solution for

educational spaces, featuring Ultra HD

visuals, built-in speakers, and versatile

connectivity. It’s ideal for showcasing

announcements, schedules, and student

achievements.

Mini PC DFBox (DFWRKA0B)

Android-based mini PC that combines

hardware and software to create an

efficient and effective digital signage

solution. In an educational context, it can

serve as an information hub, and a

communication tool.

Displ (DF_PuCl_LSM_M12_4)

Displ software empowers you with

seamless remote control from any device,

simplifying the management of networks

at any scale.

Onkron Fixed TV Wall Mount (FM2-B)

When setting up educational spaces, it is

a cost-effective and space-saving solution

for securely mounting flat-screen

displays. Its slim design ensures minimal

visual impact, while the easy installation

process makes it convenient for

educational institutions.



Prestigio Solutions Digital Signage

Tilted Totem, Android, 43”

(PDSIM43SWT6P)

Use the totem for information display,

wayfinding, and more. It enhances

engagement and provides an interactive

learning experience for students. Fits

seamlessly into classrooms, libraries, or

common areas.

Prestigio Solutions Digital Signage

Vertical Totem, Android, 43”

(PDSIM43CWT6P)

In educational buildings, vertical totems

are strategically placed outside

classrooms to display class schedules or

room numbers. These totems serve as

essential wayfinding tools, guiding

students, staff, and visitors to their

intended destinations within the campus.

Additional Options

Prestigio Solutions Multiboard Light+

Series 65” (PSMB068P650)

The all-in-one solution seamlessly

combines essential tools, effectively

replacing multiple devices in classrooms.

With robust hardware and preinstalled

software, it offers a versatile and user-

friendly solution to meet all interactive

requirements. This comprehensive

solution streamlines learning experience.

Onkron Fixed Wall Mount (FM6-B)

Perfect for classrooms, or any

environment where a fixed Multiboard

position is preferred. Ensures stability and

durability.



Prestigio Solutions Multiboards | 
Size Comparison

The right Multiboard size depends on your specific 

classroom layout, teaching style, and the number of 

students you engage. 

Prestigio Solutions offers Multiboards in various 

dimensions: 65’’, 75’’, 86’’, 98’’, 110’’. Choose wisely to 

create an immersive and effective learning environment.



For more information, 

contact Prestigio Solutions Sales 

office@prestigio-solutions.com

www.prestigio-solutions.com
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Prestigio Solutions helps modernize and simplify educational 

processes at affordable prices. Our products contribute to a 

new era in education, promoting efficiency and engagement.

We empower educators and students with innovative tools, 

fostering collaborative learning and efficient management 

within educational environments.
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